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Abstract 
With the growing adoption of cloud data services, we’ve entered an age where the 
ability for organizations to harness the power of their data has become critical to 
business decision making. Unfortunately, gaining access to and making sense of 
data has become increasingly complicated. Even within the advanced data 
warehousing capabilities that exist today, it is not uncommon to find companies 
storing data in varying formats and locations that may not support reporting, 
analytics, and insights gathering. Add on the growing need to track performance in 
near real time and the problem becomes even more challenging.          
 
This whitepaper highlights a real-time analytics scenario using Power BI to unlock 
insights from a dataset stored in Azure Database for PostgreSQL. We discuss the 
common problems encountered with a typical approach and propose a more 
optimal solution leveraging Conduit: a lightweight data virtualization tool. 

Introduction 
This paper will describe an approach that takes full advantage of real-time analytics 
with Power BI and data stored in Azure Database for PostgreSQL. 
 
PostgreSQL is a popular database choice for a variety of reasons including 
performance, ACID compliance, flexibility in the types of data it can store, and 
programming languages supported for connectivity. As Irakliy Khaburzaniya, CEO of 
Credo360 noted: “PostgreSQL is a really stable, open source database and it has 
great support for JSON data. I also wanted to have the flexibility of NoSQL, 
combined with the ability to easily roll back transactions.” 
 
Azure Database for PostgreSQL is a fully managed, enterprise-ready database as a 
service for PostgreSQL, available on Microsoft’s Azure platform. Precision Campus, a 
higher education analytics platform provider, leverages the Azure service for data 
warehousing needs. When speaking about the differences between on-premises 
PostgreSQL and the Azure service, Eric Spear, CEO of Precision Campus stated: 
“When it was working, we didn’t spend much time at all, but we should have been 
applying patches and fine-tuning things; we just didn’t have time. Now, with Azure 
Database for PostgreSQL, that’s taken care of for us, and we can spend our time on 
development and adding features to meet customer requests.” 



Power BI is a business intelligence solution from Microsoft. For the last 10 years, 
Microsoft has been positioned as a Gartner Magic Quadrant leader for analytics and 
business intelligence platforms. As the 2019 Gartner report highlights, “Reference 
customers continue to recognize Microsoft for its ease of use — they gave it top-
third ratings across all aspects of ease of use.”  

The Scenario 
Consider a real-world scenario where an enterprise marketing team is using a 
cloud-based inbound marketing and CRM platform. The platform is used for 
capturing product leads, automating campaign communication, and tracking 
customer interactions. The marketing team meets with multiple sales groups in a 
single day in order to drive free-trial conversions by sharing lead information and 
campaign metrics. 
 
Rather than constantly exporting reports out of the CRM platform and sharing them 
via email, the marketing team determined it would be more efficient to leverage 
Power BI to provide real-time campaign insight to the sales teams. Marketing 
consulted with their IT team and learned about a recently completed internal 
initiative that exported CRM data into Azure Database for Postgres, and that 
multiple sales groups were already using this data for reporting sales metrics. 
 
With the velocity of marketing data generation and the volume of sales group 
meetings that occur in a single day, Marketing needed reports that updated in near 
real time. Due to the limitations of DirectQuery access in Power BI to Azure 
Database for Postgres, the IT team recommended updating the existing Extract, 
Transform, and Load (ETL) job to duplicate data into a separate on-premises SQL 
server. In addition, the IT team would set up a Power BI Gateway to enable 
DirectQuery access to the data and real-time reporting. 
 
While the reports immediately enabled the sales groups to increase free-trial 
conversions, the impact was constrained by factors that are common in this 
scenario. 

 



Common Problems 
DirectQuery in Power BI is currently limited in the number of data sources that can 
be connected and does not include some of the most common such as DB2, 
PostgreSQL, Elasticsearch, etc. Even for many of the sources DirectQuery can 
connect to, a gateway is required, which then involves ongoing security 
management. Power BI also has a Composite Mode option which allows for 
connections to be made, but data joining options are limited to “many-to-many” 
and not “one-to-one,” which greatly reduces functionality of bringing in data.  
In short, is nearly impossible for a user to directly connect to a non-native 
DirectQuery source and join the data without a virtualization option. 
 

A More Optimal Solution 
A solution powered by Conduit addresses the common problems found in the 
scenario above and improves the overall performance and potential of the 
approach. Additionally, by leveraging Conduit to power a solution, an enterprise 
saves time and money by reducing the overall technology footprint and simplifying 
data access. Conduit helps avoid data duplication by providing a lightweight data 
virtualization layer and removing the need for a separate on-premises SQL server to 
house marketing data. To address common problems associated with real-time 
access to data and refresh intervals, Conduit facilitates the delivery of data as a 
streaming dataset. As a result of delivering data as a streaming dataset, Conduit 
also removes the need for the Power BI Gateway.

 
In addition, Conduit improves the performance of the real-time reporting by 
reducing the load on Azure Database for PostgreSQL. Conduit’s in-memory 
processing of data delivery to Power BI enables teams to access the reports without 
having to constantly read from the source data store.  
 



Finally, rather than an organization standing up a separate server or virtual machine 
on which to install Power BI Gateway, Conduit is available in the Azure Marketplace 
as a managed application, helping IT teams avoid patches, updates, and 
performance monitoring of additional servers.  
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As engineers and data scientists, we identify opportunities to bring automation and 
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